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A REMARK ON MORPHIC STURMIAN WORDS (1)
by J. BERSTEL ( 2 ) and P. SÉÉBOLD ( 3 )

Abstract. - This Note deals with binary Sturmian words that are morphic, i.e. generaled by
iterating a morphism. Among these, characteristic words are a well-known subclass. We prove that
for every characteristic morphic word x, the four words ox, &x, abx and ba x are morphic.

1. INTRODUCTION

Combinatorial properties of finite and infinité words are of increasing
importance in various fields of physics, biology, mathematics and computer
science. Infinité words generated by various devices have been considered
[11]. We are interested hère in a special family of infinité words, namely
Sturmian words. Sturmian words represent the simplest family of quasicrystals (see e.g. [2]). They have numerous other properties, related to
continued fraction expansion {see [4, 6] for recent results, in relation with
iterating morphisms). There are numerous relations with fractals and data
compression [7, 8, 9, 12], with molecular biology [10].
In this Note, we prove a combinatorial property of a special class of
morphic words, namely morphic Sturmian words. The property is best
explained by an example. Consider the infinité Fibonacci word
f = abaababaabaab...
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generated by the morphism
a i—• ab

b »—> a
In contrast to words generated by substitutions (L e. codings of morphic
words), morphic words do not well behave with respect to the shift. However,
the Fibonacci word is an exception. Indeed, both words
af =

aabaababaabaab...

bf =

babaababaabaab...

and

are morphic, with generators
a H-• aab

a »—» baa

b H-> ab

b H-» ba

respectively. Moreover, the two words
6a f = baabaababaabaab...

ab f = ababaababaabaab • • •

are both morphic, with the same generator
a i—• a ö a

6 i—> &a

taking as starting letters either b or a.
This property will be shown to hold for a wide class of words, namely for
all morphic words which are characteristic Sturmian words.
2. PREL1MINARIES

An infinité word is a mapping
x:

N+ -* A

where N+ = {1, 2 ...} is the set of positive integers and A is an alphabet. In
the sequel, we consider binary words, that is words over a two letter alphabet
A = {a, b}. Au is the set of infinité words on A and A°° = A* \J Au.
Let ƒ : A* —> A* be a morphism. Assume that, for some letter a, the
word ƒ (a) starts with a. Then fn+1 (a) starts with / n (a) for ail n. If the
set { fn (a)\n ^ 0} is infinité, then there exists a unique infinité word x
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such that every ƒ n (a) is a prefix of x. The word x is said to be generated
by iterating ƒ. For gênerai results, see [13]. An infinité word x is morphic
if it is generated by iterating a morphism. Any morphism that générâtes
x is a generator.
The complexity function of an infinité word x is the function P x where
P x (n) is the number of factors of length n of x. It is well-known (e. g. [5])
that x is ultimately periodic as soon as P x (n) ^ n for some n ^ 0. A
word x is Sturmian if P x (n) = n + 1 for ail n. For any w G A°°, Fact (w)
dénotes the set of finite factors of w. Setting, for any u, v G A* such that
\u\ = |t/|, 6(IÉ, v) = ||it| a — |t/|a|, we call balancée a word w G A°° such
that 6 (n, f ) ^ 1 for any u, v G Fact (tü) with |w| = |u|. Sturmian words are
intimately related to cutting séquences in the plane (also known as Beatty
séquences. For a recent exposition, see [4]). Let a, p be real numbers with
0 < a < 1. Consider the infinité words
s

c*,p — a i . . . i

defined by
a
^6

= <

if [a ( n + 1) + p\ ~ la
otherwise

n

+

and
a

if [a (n + 1) + p\ — [a n + pj
otherwise

The following theorem states well-known characterizations of Sturmian
words.
2.1 [5, 15]: Let x be an infinité binary word. The following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) x is Sturmian;
(ii) x is balanced and not ultimately periodic;
(iii) there exist an irrational number a (0 < a < 1) and a real p such that
THEOREM

A Sturmian word x is characteristic if x — s a; o for some irrational a
(0 < a < 1). We write then ca = s a) o- I n this case, s a ; o = s^ 0 . In view
of the preceding theorem, characteristic words are also described by
COROLLARY

2.2: A Sturmian word x is characteristic iff both <xx and 6x

are Sturmian.
vol. 28, n° 3-4, 1994
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Proof: If x = s a ,o — sfa o ^ or s o m e irrational a (0 < a; < 1), then a
straightforward calculation shows that
Qj X

=

^

Q; ,

Conversely, assume that a x and 6x are Sturmian, and that x = sa,p for
some p. Since s a j P = sa>)P' or s a , p — sfa,p, or s' aj0 = sfaljP, implies
a = a! and p = p \ it follows that a x = Sa,p-a and fcx = sfap_a. But
then, considering the first letters of these two words, we get the conditions

[a + p\ =

LPJ ,

and

\a + p\ = \p\

which imply that p = 0. •
It is easily seen that neither a x nor bx are characteristic.
A morphism ƒ : A* —> A* is a Sturmian morphism if ƒ (x) is Sturmian for
all Sturmian words. The following are known for Sturmian morphisms.
THEOREM

2.3 [16]: Every Sturmian morphism is a composition of the three

morphisms
a i—> b
OH-^

a

a »—> a&

ai—> 6 a

oi-4 o

6 —
t> a

in any order and number.
THEOREM 2.4 [1]: A morphism ƒ is Sturmian if f (x) is Sturmian for one
Sturmian word x.
THEOREM 2.5 [6]: Let ca and cp be characteristic words. Ifca = f (cp)>
then the morphism ƒ is a composition of E and D.
We call a Sturmian morphism positive if it is a composition of E and
ö . An explicit description of positive Sturmian morphisms can be given in
terms of standard pairs. For this, we consider the family 1Z of (unordered)
pairs of words of A* defined as the smallest set of pairs of words such that

(ï)
(2)

{a,b}en;
{u, v} eu => {uv, u} en

Pairs in Tt are standard pairs, the components of Standard pairs are called
standard words. Observe that the two components of a Standard pair always
end with different letters. The relation between Sturmian morphisms and
Standard pairs is the following:
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PROPOSITION 2.6: A morphism ƒ : A* —• A* is a positive Sturmian morphism
iff the set { ƒ (a), ƒ (6)} is a standard pair.

Proof: Assume first that ƒ is a positive Sturmian morphism. Arguing by
induction on | ƒ (a)| + | ƒ (6)|, assume that { ƒ (a), ƒ (b)} is a standard pair.
Jfg = foE, then {<? (a), y (b)} = { ƒ (a), ƒ (&)} is standard. Tfg = foD,
then {g (a), g (6)} = {ƒ (a) ƒ (&), ƒ (a)} is again standard.
Conversely, assume that {/(a), ƒ (6)} is a standard pair, and that
| ƒ (o)| > | ƒ (6)|. Then ƒ (a) = f(b)v for some word v, and {v, ƒ (6)}
is a standard pair. By induction, there is a Sturmian positive morphism #
such that {g(a\g(b)}
= {v} ƒ(&)}. If ff (a) = ƒ (6) and 5(&) - v, then
f = g o D, in the other case, ƒ — g o E o D. •
We need the following property of standard words:
PROPOSITION 2.7 [14]: Every standard word w is either a letter or of the
form w = pxy, with p a palindrom word, and x, y distinct letters,

3. RESULTS
Let C be the family of morphic Sturmian characteristic words. In view
of the preceding results, we get:
THEOREM

3.1: For any c G C, the infinité words ac and 6 c are morphic.

Proof: Let c be a morphic Sturmian characteristic word, and let ƒ be one
of its generators. In view of theorem 2.5, the morphism ƒ is positive and,
by proposition 2.6, the pair { ƒ (a), ƒ (&)} is standard.
We consider the case where | ƒ (a)| < | ƒ (6)|, the other case is symmetrie.
By the définition of standard pairs, ƒ (a) is a prefix of ƒ (b). Let x be the
last letter of ƒ (a). Then there exist two words r and s such that
ƒ (a) = rx,

ƒ (6) = rxs

Define two morphisms fa and ƒ5 by
a f—» XT

fa-,

a H-• r x

fb-

,

where tö dénotes the reversai of w (Observe that ƒ& = / a ) .
3.2: The following relations hold: fa(ac)
â — b and b — a.

LEMMA
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Consequently, a generator of a c will be fa if x — a or fbo fa if x = b, and
similarly for 6 c. This proves the theorem. •
Proof of lemma 3.2: With the notation above, we prove that for any
word w,
xf (wa) = fa (aw) x
and
xf (wb) = fb (bw) x

(*)

The first relation is easily proved by induction on the number of a in w. For
the second, we consider first the case where ƒ ( a) is a letter, say x. Then
ƒ (6) = xm x for some positive m, and the vérification is straightforward.
Otherwise by proposition 2.7,
ƒ (a) — rx — pxx,

f (b) = rxs = pxxqxx

where p, ç and pxzç are palindroms. In particular, for all n > 0

We prove (•) by induction on the number of b in w. If w = an for some
n > 0, then
x ƒ (a n 6) — x (pxx)n pxxqxx
= xqxxp(xxp)n xx
= xqxxpx (xpx)n x
= fb(ban)x
Next, if IÜ = u6a n , then
xƒ (IÜ6) - xf (ub) f (an b) = / 6 (6u) xƒ (an b)
This proves (•).
Let now wa be a prefix of c. Then ƒ (wa) is a prefix of ƒ (c) — c, and
consequently xf (wa) is a prefix of # c. Since xf (wa) = fa (aw) x, the
word fa (uw) is a prefix of x c. The word c being Sturmian, there are
infinitely many such w, and consequently fa (a c) = x c. The same proof
holds for fb(bc) = xc.
•
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The fact that the morphisms fa and ƒ& are Sturmian are also an immédiate
conséquence of more gênerai results of [19]. We need hère a more précise
statement.
3.3: For any c E C, the infinité words abc and bac are morphic,
and have the same generator.
THEOREM

Proof: As in the proof of theorem 3.1, let c = / ( c ) and assume
| ƒ (a)\ < | ƒ (6)|, the other case is symmetrie. Again, we do not consider
the case where ƒ (a) is a letter. Then ƒ (a) = pxx, ƒ (b) = pxxqxx where
p, q and pxxq are palindroms. Define a morphism g by
a H-> xxp
b i—• xxqxxp (—

xxpxxq)

Oberve that g = ƒ.
3.4: The folïowïng relation holds: ƒ (iua&) = pg (bw) xx.
From this, it follows that xx c — g (ab c) and xxc~ g (ba c). Indeed, for
any prefix wab of c (and there are infinitely many of this kind), one has
LEMMA

xx ƒ (wab) — xxpg (bw) xx — g (abw) xx
and similarly xxf (wab) = g(baw)xx. Thus the theorem holds for the
generator g in the case x — a, and for the generator #2 for x — b, •
Proof of lemma 3.4: By induction on the number of factors ab in w. If
this number is null, then w — bm an, and using (•*)
ƒ (wab) = ƒ (6m a71 ab) = (|>xxga:x)m (pxx) n pxxpxxqxx
= (pxxqxx)m pxxqxxp (xxp)n xx
— p (xxqxxp)mJr (xxp)n xx
= pg (bm+1 an) xx = pg (bw) xx
Next, if wab = uabvab, then
ƒ (tuaô) = ƒ (ua6) ƒ (vafc) = p^ (6n) xxpg (bv) xx
— pg (buabv) xx = p^ (6tü) XX
This proves the lemma.
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4. EXAMPLES
1. - Consider the Fibonacci morphism of the introduction. The morphisms
fa and fa of the proof of theorem 3.1 are (with a and b interchanged):
a H-» a6

a »—» 6a

fa :

ƒ& :

Thus, the morphism ƒ[> o / a générâtes 6 f and fa o fb générâtes a f. The
morphism g of the proof of theorem 3.3 is
9 :

a H+ a6
u
o i—> a

and the morphism # 2 générâtes both a6f and 6a f.
2. - In [18] (p. 69), A. Salomaa introduces the morphism h : ai—» aa6,
6 H-> a in connection with equality sets. This is a positive Sturmian morphism,
and h = D o E o D.
3. - Consider the morphism
a h-• a 6

ƒ =

DohoE:

6 H-• ababa

similar to a morphism used in [16]. It générâtes the infinité word
x = abababaabababaabababaababababa ...
By the constructions given above, 6x
a6x = #(6ax), 6ax = g(abx) with

=

a t—• 6a

a 1—» a&

b H-» babaa

b \-> aabab

/a(ax),

ax

=

ƒ5 (6x),

av-^ba
b \-+ ababa

Words a x , 6 x a n d a 6 x , 6 a x are generated b y ƒ& o / a , / a o / b a n d ^ 2
respectively.
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